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BY
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1. Introduction. In [5, Chapter IV], a study was made of certain types

of rings of operators, the approximately finite factors of type Hi. These are

factors of type IL which can be suitably approximated by finite dimensional

subalgebras. Two major results were obtained. Firstly it was shown that on

separable Hilbert space approximately finite factors «xist and are all iso-

morphic (Theorem XIV), and secondly a nonapproximately finite factor was

produced (Theorem XVI).

In this paper we shall extend the notion of approximate finiteness to fac-

tors on nonseparable Hilbert spaces, and obtain analogs of the results of [S].

In §6 we shall indicate how the discussion can be extended still further to

finite AW*-algebras possessing a central trace.

2. Various notions of approximate finiteness. In [5, p. 759], a factor

M of type IL on separable Hilbert space was defined to be approximately

finite if there exists an increasing sequence {Nn} of subfactors of M of type I

with ViVn = M. (We shall use the symbol "V" to denote "ring generated by.")

We would like to extend this definition to factors on not necessarily separable

Hilbert spaces. We should not use exactly the same definition; for it is not

hard to see that if M = V/Vn with {N„} an increasing sequence of subfactors

of M of type I, then M has a faithful representation as operators on separable

Hilbert space, so we would actually get nothing new. However, suppose

M = V/Va where {Na} is an ascending chain of subfactors of M approximately

finite in the sense of [5], Then it is possible that M does not have a faithful

representation as operators-on separable Hilbert space, but we would still

like to say that Mis approximately finite (see [3, Theorem 2]). This leads to

the following considerations.

Let M he a factor of type Hi and V a collection of subrings of M. We shall

call V normal if for any ascending chain {Na} of members of V we have

VNaE°0. Since the intersection of normal collections is normal, we may speak

of the normal collection generated by any collection of subrings of M. Let

1l(M) be the normal collection of subrings of M generated by the subfactors

of type I. We shall say that Mis approximately finite (Al) if MGll(M).
It follows easily from the first statement of [3, Theorem 2], that 'M(M)

must consist entirely of subfactors of M. In fact, 7V£ECU(M) if and only if N

is a subfactor of type I or one which is itself of type Hi and approximately
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finite (Al). Note that if M is a factor of type IL on separable Hilbert space,

then M is approximately finite (Al) if and only if it is approximately finite

in the sense of [5]. This remark also follows easily from [3, Theorem 2].

There is another way of extending the definition of approximate finiteness.

Returning to the case of an approximately finite factor on separable Hilbert

space, we have M= VNn, {Hn} being an increasing sequence of subfactors of

M of type I. Define Pi = Nx and P„ = Nn-xt~\Nn for n > 1. Then Pn are mutually

commuting subfactors of M of type I with M = VP„. We are thus led to the

following generalization: call M approximately finite (B) if M=VP\, the P\

being mutually commuting subfactors of M of type I.

Finally we shall introduce another type of approximate finiteness, essen-

tially a direct copy of Definition 4.3.1 of [5] .We shall call M approximately

finite (A2) if given AiEM (i = l, • • ■ , n) and «>0 we can find a subfactor

Nof Mof type I containing elements 5, (i= 1, • ■ • , n) such that [[-4< — Bi}]

<«. (Recall that for ^4£M, [[.4]]=Tr (A*A)112, where Tr is the normalized

trace on M.)

We shall prove below that approximate finiteness (Al) and (A2) are

equivalent, and that approximate finiteness (B) is stronger than either of

these(l). A factor which is approximately finite (B) is determined, up to an

algebraic isomorphism, by a single cardinal number.

3. Equivalence of (Al) and (A2). Any finite factor M is a metric space

with metric [[ ]]. Define x(M) to be the density character of M relative to

this metric, i.e., the smallest cardinal N such that there exists a subset of M

of cardinality K which is [ ] ]-dense in M. Now M is a pre-Hilbert space if

we define (.4, B) =Tr (B*A), so Mean be completed to a Hilbert space H. It

is easily seen that if Mis of type II (i.e., if His infinite dimensional) then the

dimension of H is just x(M). Moreover M is faithfully represented as a ring

of operators on H[l ]. Thus, if x(M) =K0 then M is isomorphic to a ring of

operators on separable Hilbert space.

Lemma 1. Assume M is approximately finite (A2), and let S be a subset of

M of cardinality N (N infinite). Then there exists an 2V£tU(M) such that

X(N) =H and SCN.

Proof. We shall prove the result by a transfinite induction on K. First we

prove the result for N=N0. Let S= {Ai, A2, • ■ • }, and construct factors

Nn of type I as follows. By assumption there exists a factor iVi of type I and

BnENi with [[Ax — jBh]]<1. Having 2V«_i, apply Lemma 4.3.5 of [5] to

find a factor of type I NnDNn-i such that there exist Bni, • • ■ , BnnENn

with [[Ai-Bni]]<l/n (i = l, •••,«). Let N= ViV„. Then NE^(M) and
X(N) =N0. Now by [5, Theorem l], N= ViVB is the [[ ]]-closure of U2V„. But

since each Ai is in this closure, we have AiEN.

(') Examples of algebras approximately finite (A) but not (B) will be exhibited in a forth-

coming paper.
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Assume the result is proved for all cardinals <N (N>N0), and let S be a

subset of M of cardinality N. If fl is 'the first ordinal with cardinal K we may

well-order S with ordinal il. Let Aa (a<Q) be the elements of S ordered in

this way. We shall construct an increasing chain {Na} of members of 1i(M)

such that AaENa and x(Na) =^ o|«| • Here \a\ denotes the cardinal of a.

Assume we have Na> for a' <a. Ii a is finite, Va-«,Na' has a dense set S' of

cardinality fc$0- Using our induction hypothesis we can find an A7„GCU(M)

such that S'U{Aa}ENa and x(Na) =No = No|a|. If a is infinite, Va><aNa,

has a dense set S' of cardinality at most |a|X0|a| =|a|, and \a\ <N.

Therefore we can use the induction hypothesis to find an 7V„GCU(M) such

that S"U{Aa}EHa and x(Na) ^ \a\ =i$0\a\. Thus in any case we can find

NaE1l(M) withx(Na)^Ho\(x\, such that S'\j{Aa}ENa, where S' is dense

in Vtt'<aA7a<. But then NaZ)(Va'<aNa>){J{Aa}. This completes the construc-

tion of {Na}.

Now let JV= Va<n/Ya. Then SEN and X(N) = | Q| No| fi| = N, which com-

pletes the proof.

Theorem 1. Approximate finiteness (Al) and (A2) are equivalent.

Proof. Assume Mis approximately finite (A2). Then applying Lemma 1

with S = M, we can find NE'M(M) such that SEN. But then 7V=M, so

MGll(M) and Mis approximately finite (Al).

Assume Mis approximately finite (Al), and let V he the collection of sub-

factors of M which are of type I or approximately finite (A2). Let {Na} be

an increasing chain of members of *U, TV = V/Va. Assume Ai, • • • , A„EN and

6>0 are given.

Since N is the closure of U/Ya, we can find some A7aG{7Va} containing

elements Bt (i = l, ■ ■ • , n) satisfying [[-4,- — 5,]] <«/2. Since NaEV, we

can find a subfactor P oi Na of type I containing elements d (i = l, ■ ■ • , n)

satisfying [[Bi—Ci]] <«/2. Then P is a type I subfactor of N containing

elements d satisfying [[.4i — C,-]] <e. Thus NE°0. This shows that V is

normal. Since V contains the subfactors of M of type I, we have lO'U/M).

Since M is approximately finite (Al), we conclude MEV, so M is approxi-

mately finite (A2).

Since approximate finiteness (Al) and (A2) are equivalent, we are justi-

fied in calling either of these approximate finiteness (A). Approximate finite-

ness (B) implies approximate finiteness (A): Assume M is approximately

finite (B). If TV and P are mutually commuting subfactors of M, both either

of type I or approximately finite (A), then TVVP is either of type I or ap-

proximately finite (A). This follows easily from (A2). That Mis approximately

finite (A) is derived from this fact using transfinite induction.

4. An isomorphism theorem. We shall prove that factors approximately

finite (B) are determined, to within isomorphism, by their density characters.

Lemma 2. Let M be approximately finite (B): M= V/Yx, the N\ being mu-
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tually commuting subfactors of M of type I, but not of type L. Then the number

of N\'s is just x(M).

Proof. Let R be the ring generated by the N\ in the purely algebraic sense.

Then if N is the number of N\'s we see that R has a dense subset of cardinality

= N-No = K, since each N\ has a dense subset of cardinality H0. Since R is

dense in M, we have x(M) ^N.

Form the canonical Hilbert space H as in the beginning of §3. For each X

choose an A\EN\ so that A\ is not a scalar multiple of the identity. I claim

that no A„ is in the subspace (of H) spanned by {Ax'.'K^p}. For if it were,

An would be the [[ ]]-limit of a net {At} of elements of Nj, so we would

have A„ENi!. Thus A? would be in the center of Np, contradicting our as-

sumption that A,, is not a multiple of the identity. Thus {.4x} is a subset of

H of cardinality ^ such that no A„ is in the subspace spanned by the re-

maining A\. It follows that the dimension of His at least fc$. Since this dimen-

sion is just x(M), we have x(M)^^.

Theorem 2. Let M and Mi be approximately finite (B) with x(M) =x(Mi)"

Then M and Mi are algebraically isomorphic.

Proof. Let M= ViVx, N\ being mutually commuting subfactors of type I

none of which, we may assume, is of type L. Let {A,-} be any denumerably

infinite set of X's, and define N= VATxi- Then N is a subfactor of M approxi-

mately finite (B), and x(^0 =No- Thus N is an approximately finite factor on

separable Hilbert space. By [5, Lemma 4.4.3], we can find an increasing

sequence {P„} of subfactors of TV such that P„ is of type 1(2") and VP„ = iV.

Let Ri = Pi and Rn = P„-ir\Pn for w>l. Then R„ are mutually commuting

subfactors of N of type I2 with N= VRn-

By Lemma 2 the set {\} has cardinality N=x(M), so we may split it

into K mutually disjoint subsets of cardinality K0- To each of these subsets

apply the above construction to get factors of type I2. Changing notation, we

now have M= VTVx, where N\ are mutually commuting subfactors of type I2.

Now we can apply the same process to Mi to get Mi = VPx, where Px are

mutually commuting subfactors of Mi. We may use the same indexing set

{X} in both cases since there are just N subfactors in both cases.

Since 2Vx and P\ are both factors of type I2 we can find an isomorphism

onto <f>: N\—>Px. We use the symbol "t5" for all the X's since the intersection

of any two iVx's is just the complex numbers, where all the c&'s agree. We shall

extend the various c6's to a single isomorphism between M and Mi. Let N and

P be the rings generated (in the purely algebraic sense) by {N\} and {P\}

respectively. Now any AEH has the form A= E*-i A\ ■ ■ ■ A? with
A'iENij. For such an A define

HA) = E *(A\) ■ ■ • <p(Ani) E P.
•-1
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Then yp is just the tensor product of the various <f>'s. It follows easily from

the uniqueness of the trace that yp is a trace-preserving isomorphism. Since N

is dense in M and P is dense in Mi, yp can be extended to an isomorphism be-

tween M and Mi.
5. Examples. In [5, Theorem XIII], a nonconstructive proof was given

of the existence of approximately finite factors. We can given an equally

nonconstructive proof for the existence of factors approximately finite (A).

Theorem 3. Any factor of type Hi contains a maximal subfactor approxi-

mately finite (A).

Proof. Let M be the given factor of type IL, and consider the collection

'U.(M). By the very definition of 11 (M), we can apply Zorn's lemma to find

an TVGH(M) maximal relative to the partial order of inclusion. Since

TVGH(TV), we shall be through if we can show N is of type II. But if N is of

type I we can apply Lemma 4.4.2 of [5] to obtain a member of 1l(M) prop-

erly containing N. Thus TV is of type II.
By the method of [5, Chapter V], it is easy to construct factors approxi-

mately finite (B). Let G he a countable group satisfying the conditions of

Lemma 5.2.2 and 5.3.4 of [5]. For any infinite cardinal X, let G0 be the weak

direct product of N copies of G, and let Ii be the factor obtained from G0

by the method of §5.3 of [5]. Corresponding to the decomposition of Go into

mutually commuting subgroups isomorphic to G, there is a decomposition of

lo into mutually commuting subfactors isomorphic to I' (where I' is the

factor obtained from G). Since I' is approximately finite with density char-

acter No, lo is approximately finite (B) with density character N. We have

proved,

Theorem 4. Given any infinite cardinal N, there exists a factor M approxi-

mately finite (B) with x(M) =N.

Nonapproximately finite factors were produced in [5, Chapter IV]. Using

these factors, we can produce factors of type Hi with arbitrary density char-

acters which are not approximately finite. Rather than go through this,

however, we shall show that certain other factors of type Hi, which arise in

a very natural way, are not approximately finite.

We shall be concerned with certain factors considered by Wright [8]. Let

.N be a finite AW*-algebra of type I (see [4, p. 236]), with homogeneous di-

rect summands Nn, Nn being of type I(pn) with pi <p2 < ■ • • . If the maximal

ideal space of the center of Nn is Xn, then the maximal ideal space X of the

center of TV can be identified with the Stone-Cech compactification of the dis-

joint union Y=UXn. Now every tEX defines a maximal ideal M, of N:Mt

= [AEN:Tr (A*A)(t)=0], where Tr is the central trace on TV. The theorem

of Wright that will concern us is [8, Theorem 5.1], namely that tEX—Y

implies that TV/M< is an AW* factor of type Hi with trace. It is shown in [l ]
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that N/Mt is then a W* algebra, i.e., it has a faithful representation as a ring

of operators. Moreover it is shown in [2] that any faithful representation of

N/Mt as a ring of operators must be on a nonseparable Hilbert space. We

shall show here that N/Mt is not approximately finite (A).

First we prove a few lemmas. We shall write M=N/Mt. The first lemma

shows that a type lp subfactor of M can almost be lifted to a type I, sub-

algebra of N. We shall denote the center of Nn by Zn, and for the given integer

p, Np = [n'.p divides pn]. Note that N is the direct sum of the N„, so any ele-

ment of N has the form {An} with A„ENn.

Lemma 3. Let P be a subfactor of M of type Ip, and let e>0 be given. Then

we can find a unitary UEM with [[U — l]]<t, and for each nENP a sub-

algebra P„ of Nn of type lp with center Z„, such that each A £ UPU* can be lifted to

an element of the form {A „} £ N with AnEPn whenever nENp.

Proof. For each n, find a projection E„ENn with D(En) = [pn/P]p/P*,

where D is the normalized dimension function from the projections of Nn to

Z„; let N'=Y, EnNnEn, the direct sum of the EnNnEn. Since D(En)^l

(note that pn—>°°), every element of M can be lifted to one of N', so

M=N'/M,r\N'.
Since, except for the finitely many n such that pn<P, E„NnEn contains a

set of p mutually equivalent orthogonal projections with supremum E„, we

can find a subalgebra Qn of EnNnE„ of type 1P with center EnZ„; for pn<p

set Qn= {0}. By [8, Theorem 5.1], E QjMtC\ E 0» is a subfactor of M
of type I,. Since any two subfactors of M of type \p are unitarily equivalent,

we can find a unitary F£Msuch that P = F( E QJMtf\J^ Qn)V*. By the
spectral theorem we can find a unitary WEM with \\W — F|| <« (and so

certainly with [[IF— V]] <e) such that the spectrum of W is not the entire

unit circle.

I claim that W can be lifted to a unitary of N'. In fact, if z is not in the

spectrum of W then A = —i(W+z)(W—z)-1 is a self-adjoint element of M,

and so can be lifted to a self-adjoint element {^4»} of N'. Then if IF„

= z(An— i)(An+i)~x, the element { Wn} of N' is unitary and maps into W

under the natural map N'-+M.

Let U = WV*, Pn=WnQnW*. Then U is unitary with [[U-I]]<t.

Also, for nENp we have En = I, so P„ is of type lp with center Zn for such «.

Now UPU* = W(z2 QJMtr\ E Qn)W*= E Pn/M'tn E P»- The result is
therefore established.

The above lemma might be vacuous: it is possible that no pn is divisible

by p. The following lemma shows that this situation can be circumvented.

Lemma 4. We can find for each n a subalgebra Nn' of Nn such that,

(1) Nn' is of type I(q*), where qn is divisible by n,

(2) the algebras M and E W»' /MtC\ E H„' are isomorphic.
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Proof. Let q„ = n[pn/n]; find a projection £„GTVn with D(En)=qn/pn

and set TV„' =EnN„En. Then TVn' is of type I(qn) with center EnZn and (1)

is immediate.

There is a natural *-homomorphism <f>: Y N/i —*M. We shall show that

<t> is onto and has kernel MtC\ Y N„, which will complete the proof. That <j>

is onto is the assertion that every element of M can be lifted to one of

Y N/i, and this follows from the fact that D(En)^>l. That the kernel of <j>

is MtC\ Y Nn  is immediate.

The next lemma, the really crucial one, follows immediately from the

main result of [6] and the fact that an algebra of type Ip is just the pXp

matrix algebra over the center of the original algebra.

Lemma 5. There exists ane>0 with the following property: for any m>0 and

p>l, and algebra TV of type Ipm with center Z, there exists an A EN with \\A\\ ^ 1

such that if TV' is a type In subalgebra of TV with center Z then [ [B — A ] ] > efor all

BEN'.

Theorem 5. The algebra M is not approximately finite (A).

Proof. By Lemma 4 we may assume each pn is divisible by n; we shall be-

gin with m = 2. Apply Lemma 5 to each TVn!, with p=n and m=(n —1)1, i.e.

find An\ENn\ with ||-4„i|| ^ 1 such that if TV' is a subalgebra of type Ip of TV„,

with center Z», and p^n-l, then [[B-An\]]>ejor all BEN'.

If k is not of the form n\, define Ak = 0. Let A be the element of M cor-

responding to {An} EN. We shall show that no type I subfactor of M can

contain an element approximating A to within e/2. In fact, let P he a type I

subfactor of M, say of type Ip, and let BEP. We may apply Lemma 3 to find

a unitary UEM with [[F-/] ] <e||i5||-1/4 and a subalgebra Pn of TV„ with

the stated properties. Note that Np contains all integers of the form k\ with

k^p. Thus UBU* can be lifted to an element {Bn} with B„EPn ior n of the

form k\ (kzzp). But we know that for n = k\ with k>p we have [[B„— -4n]]>e.

Thus [[Bn-An]]>e for infinitely many n, so [[U~BU*-A]]>e. Now

[[B-UBU*]]^2\\B\\[[U-l]]<e/2. Therefore [[B-A]]>e/2. Since this
holds for every element B of every type I subfactor of M, M cannot be

approximately finite (A).

6. Approximately finite AW*-algebras. A study of the work above will

reveal the fact that in studying approximately finite factors no use whatever

was made of the underlying Hilbert space; the theory is entirely nonspatial.

We could just as well have worked with a finite AW*-factor with trace. (For

the basic theory of AW*-algebras we refer the reader to [4].) It happens that

such an algebra has a faithful representation as a ring of operators on some

Hilbert space [l], but this Hilbert space is not necessary for considerations

of approximate finiteness. This suggests that the theory of approximately

finite factors can be extended to arbitrary AW*-algebras of type Hi with
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central trace—the generalization here being from the factor case to the case

of general center. It turns out that this extension can be made, and that the

results obtained parallel almost completely those obtained above. In this

section we shall merely state the results in the more general situation.

We start with an AW*-algebra M of type Hi with center Z, M possessing

a central trace Tr. For AEM, [[A]]=Tr (A*A)112. We define "normal col-

lection" as before, except that now the symbol "V" means "AW-subalgebra

generated by;" and 'il(M) is the normal collection of AW*-subalgebras of M

generated by the AW*-subalgebras of type I with center Z. The definitions

of approximately finiteness now read:

(Al) M£11(M),

(A2) given Ax, • • • , ^4„£Mand e>0 we can find an AW*-subalgebra N

of M of type I with center Z containing elements Bi such that [[4, —5<]]

ge (i = l, •••,«),

(B) We can find P\, mutually commuting AW*-subalgebras of M of type

I with center Z, such that M= VPx-

We define xi(M) to be the smallest cardinal K such that there exists a

subset S of M of cardinality X with S\/Z=M. It is seen that in the factor

case, Xi(M) need not equal the x(^) defined in §3. In this case the inequal-

ities Xi(M) ^x(M) ^^oXi(M) are easily seen to hold.

The analogue of Theorem 1 is,

Theorem 6. Approximate finiteness (Al) and (A2) are equivalent.

As before we call an algebra approximately finite (A) if either (Al) or

(A2) holds. We have,

Theorem 7. Approximate finiteness (B) implies approximate finiteness (A).

If M is approximately finite (A) and xi(M)^^o then M is approximately

finite (B).

Using the central trace on M, we can construct an AW*-module over Z

in a natural way. For A, B£Mdefine (A, B) =Tr (B*A). Then Mis an inner

product space over Z (see [7, §2]). By forming the AW*-completion H(M)

of M we obtain an AW*-module over Z. The analogue of Theorem 2 is,

Theorem 8. Let Mand M' be approximately finite (B) with centers Zand Z'

respectively. Assume Z is locally countably decomposable. Then M and M' are

isomorphic if and only if H(M) and H(M') are isomorphic. If H(M) and

H(M') are isomorphic, and <p is the isomorphism between Z and Z' inherent in

the isomorphism between H(M) and H(M'), the isomorphism between M and

M' can be chosen to be an extension of <p.

Theorem 3 goes over almost verbatim.

Theorem 9. Any AW*-algebra of type IL with center Z which possesses a
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central trace contains a maximal AW*-subalgebra with center Z which is ap-

proximately finite (A).

In the factor case we saw that an algebra approximately finite (B) is de-

termined by an infinite cardinal number, and furthermore that there is such

an algebra for each cardinal number (Theorems 2 and 4). In the case of gen-

eral (or almost general) center an algebra approximately finite (B) is de-

termined by an AW*-module (Theorem 8). Not every AW*-module can arise

in this way. Call an AW*-module H purely infinite if the algebra of operators

on His purely infinite [4, p. 240]. It is seen that the AW*-modules H(M) are

always purely infinite.

Theorem 10. Let H be a purely infinite AW*-module over the commutative

AW*-algebra Z. Then there exists an AW*-algebra M with center Z which is

approximately finite (B) and such that H(M) is isomorphic to H.
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